
Travel poetry is the worst, at more than one reading about Italy
or South America I've whispered cattily s/he never should
have left San Francisco.Reading Tour
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The Bronx, Kevin and I are in St. Raymond's, the church where
the Lindbergh baby's ransom money was dropped off. Kevin's
showing me the different crannies, the baptismal, the organ loft,
the altar, the reliquary, and then we get to the candles you can
light for the dead, several rows of clear re~ tubes on ti~rs. The
"candles" are inside. Kevin puts a dollar In the collection box
and presses a button. Up comes a fl~me. I ask ~,m who the .
candle is for. "All the people who dIed of AIDS. That evemng
at a wedding reception we dance alone to "My Funny Valen-
tine." The lights of the hall are dimmed, and high above us the
ceiling glows the same red as the candles, helium balloons
snuggle against it, metallic hearts left over from another party.
"Your looks are laughable, unphotographable, yet you're my
favorite work of art ... " Kevin and I twirl clockwise until I
grow dizzy. I'm resistant to taking this scene anywhere, to .
nudging it into meaning: Tragic Mortality. The red rhymes, thIS
is what matters. And, I guess, the human connection.

At the Vietnam Memorial we see ourselves reflected in the
shiny black marble, ghosts among the wreaths. With a pencil
and a sheet of notebook paper a woman makes a rubbing of a
name. Kevin cries.

Mark Wallace says to me, "Dismemberment and disembodi-
ment ... they're the same thing!" It's been a long time since I've
felt this understood. We're at Stetson's, which, they say, is
Monica Lewinsky's favorite saloon.

O'Hare, 2:30 in the afternoon, sitting at the regional bus termi-
nal across from the Hilton. A woman walks out of the hotel in
a black strapless evening gown with a floor-length skirt that
poufs out from her hips. Around her naked arms is draped a
black shawl, a string of jewels sparkles around her neck. She
looks like a black princess. On the other side of a plate glass
window in my immovable seat and wrinkled travel clothes, I
watch her with the awe of a child. A limo arrives, and a man in
a tuxedo takes her black gloved hand. My mother got to ride
inside a stretch limo and she said it was fabulous, couch, TV,
bar, phone, everything. She was across the street sitting with
Anita on her front steps when a limo pulled up. The driver was
a friend of Anita's husband, just stopping by. Anita winked at
my mother and said, "How about giving us a ride around the
block." "Sure." Anita's husband was appalled, but the two
women laughed and climbed on in.

In Chelsea we buy sandwiches and lunch on the docks with Joe
Westmoreland. Decaying concrete and no shelter from the sun,
a yacht shaped like a bullet slips by. Joe tells us how Charlie
used amateurs in his porn video and the amateurs couldn't
keep hard. A few feet away an aging man wearing headphones
and a white string bikini throws his arms over his head and
dances. After three years Joe's having his Hickman catheter
removed, he's excited. His e-mails detail the effects of his med-
ications, lead runs through his veins one week, then his energy
increases and he gets lots of writing done, then his vision blurs
and he has to stop. During the final chase scene in The Peace-
maker, when the Bosnian tries to blow up Manhattan with the
nuclear bomb he carries in a blue backpack, an aerial camera
zooms over these docks. "Look!" exclaims Kevin. "That's
where we were, with Joe."

I'm resistant to ideas here, I just want to create analogues.
Analogues can be very powerful, can make the body spurt
juices.

My mother's house, a two bedroom green-shingled house with
a third bedroom added when it was deemed Joey and I were



too old to share a room. It's raining hard so I step out on the
front porch to experience the fullness of it, but protected.
Across the street a couple of houses down I see a dark figure, a
man near the curb, leaning against an elm. There's such a still-
ness about him, he looks like a silhouette cut out of the down-
pour. He has one leg bent at the knee, the sole of his foot
pressed against the tree trunk. I think I see him move, dart
back inside, peek from the door-a figure so wooden, so dark:
so ominous noir invades suburbia a stranger who could lock chil-
dren in trunks, an anybody who could rip out hearts while
they're still beating. I call my mother, "Look." "Oh that thing!"
She rolls her eyes. "I hate that thing, it smokes a pipe, it's so
stupid." She says you buy them at lawn stores. I don't admit I
thought it was a real person. Lawn figures are popular in
Hammond, particularly lawn geese, three-foot high concrete
geese which housewives dress up for holidays-lawn goose
with Pilgrim outfit for Thanksgiving, pumpkin outfit for
Halloween, Santa-suited lawn goose. The lawn goose on her
front porch is wearing a gray hooded sweatshirt. "For the win-
ter?" I joke. She tells me of a neighbor's lawn frog that was
stolen. A week later the owners received the first of many pho-
tos mailed to them anonymously, photos which ultimately doc-
umented their frog's cross-country vacation, the lawn frog at
the Grand Canyon, the lawn frog in San Francisco with the
Golden Gate Bridge in the background. Her favorite was the
frog on a plane, framed by the faces of two smiling pilots. The
pictures were published in the local paper. When the f~og's
vacation was over it reappeared in its yard. The next rught my
mom invites me to "go to the boat" with her, one of the casinos
floating on Lake Michigan. Her favorite, with a Mardi Gras
theme, is docked in East Chicago across the road from Inland
Steel. She seems unmoved by the mill, a megalithic monster
sprawling for blocks, spewing out smoke and pollution into the
night sky, while I in the passenger seat grunt, "Wow." She
points to a building, "See that smoke stack that's spitting fire ...
that's where your brother works." Joey, who is a crane opera-
tor, sits in a compartment that hovers above molten vats. The
compartment is refrigerated, so he's considered lucky. He got
bladder cancer in his thirties, a disease usually limited to elder-
ly men. He blames it on the poisonous fumes. As our four- .
door pulls up to the casino parking garage, above us, 400 feet In

the air, looms a huge oval sign glittering with flashing lights.
SHOWBOA T. Behind it, in the background, industrial hell. My
mother still has my late father's handicapped sticker, so we get
to park right by the door. (He died last summer, but it's good
to the year 2000.) For these people, I think, there can never be
too much gilt on the lily-clothing on a lawn goose, slot
machines with skulls that double your winnings.

During our final descent into the Tucson airport, Kevin points
to a tumbleweed and starts singing, "I've got spurs that jingle-
jangle-jingle." I can't stop laughing.

We get to spend the night in the Poet's Cottage, the University
of Arizona's adorable adobe guest house for visiting poets. On
the bookcase in the living room is a guestbook with poets' sig-
natures dating back to 1992-some are dead, most I've never
heard of. Susan Howe stayed for a month. Tom Centolella
hailed from the Bay Area. Many poets have added ecstatic
compliments about the cottage. In the living room is a couch,
two easy chairs, a coffee table holding coffee table books, a
large gas heater poking out of the fireplace. The mantle is
loaded with religious icons, Christian and Native American-
Virgin Mary candles, little brightly-painted human-shaped
things. Two walls are lined with framed broadsides of dreadful
poems, things like "when I grow older my words will come
from a distant place deeper inside myself." Lots of useless line-
breaks. References to saguaro. Being forced to live with these
broadsides, I conclude, constitutes Poetic Ritual Abuse. No
wonder there's so many empty wine bottles in the utility room.
From the coffee table I pick up a small clay animal bank, not
any animal you'd recognize from nature, but the bank reads as
animal nevertheless. The bank rattles as I turn it upside down.
No cork on the bottom, I guess you have to break it to get the
coins. How poetic I think, unkindly.

The Poet's Cottage is better stocked than a bomb shelter-ham-
mered metal mirrors and lamps, candleholders, sunscreen. The
Holy Bible. Clock radio, TV at the foot of the bed (no cable), 4
clear channels, lots of ghosts. Southwestern tchotzkes galore.



Screen door, front porch, patio in back. Shelves of poetry books
in dining room and study, in the living room a case of books on
Arizona history, nature, and culture. Three boxes of Kleenex.
A barbecue grill, bag of charcoal and a typewriter on the closet
floor. Central air conditioning. Refrigerator containing peanut
butter, bottled water, coffee (decaf and regular) and two jars of
premium fruit preserves. It's as if the poetry fairy godmother
has anticipated all the poet's needs-toaster oven, Mr. Coffee,
coffee grinder, assorted black and herbal teas, spice rack, two
boxes of crackers, honey, olive oil, assorted utensils including a
vintage egg beater, wire whisk, barbecue fork, cork screw, pots
and pans, plates and bowls, lots of coffee cups. Wine glasses.
Herbal shampoo and conditioner, Curel Therapeutic
Moisturizing Lotion, three packages of dental floss, toothpaste,
typing paper, drawerful of University of Arizona envelopes,
lawn recliner, dining room table, double bed, dresser, tea kettle.
There was no dingo saliva on the bloody, tattered baby clothes,
no dingo fur either. Cat hairs. Because of this the dingo baby's
mother goes to jail. The traces are so minute. My mother saw a
TV show that examined the dirt and debris in a "clean" hotel
room. Under ultraviolet microscopic sensors, traces of shit
were everywhere, on the phone receiver, the door knob. Sperm
was sprayed on the wall. "Yuck!" she shook her head and
stuck out her tongue. In the Poet's Cottage, Kevin and I are
sure that sperm is sprayed on the walls. This gives us a good
chuckle. There's something creepy, zoolike about the idea of a
poet's cottage. In the morning we're awakened by animals
hooting and howling. Coyotes? Mockingbirds mocking coy-
otes? Mocking me?

Vietnam vet boyfriend. He tossed it back at me, "This poem
isn't about me it's about you." He was brutal, but he was right.
Around that same time, for a date with a poet I wanted to fuck I
bought a flowing white blouse woven with thin metallic
threads, the fabric was rather sheer and I was aware my naked
breasts were visible beneath it. Sitting across from me in the
Universal Cafe he said, "That's a perfect poet's blouse." Later
that evening he took it off. Life was good. Now coyotes are
mocking me.

The condiment bar at the Tucson McDonald's offers jalapenos
and salsa. Walking over there I bump into a cactus, the kind
with flat, paddle-shaped pads. Instantly my right forearm and
elbow are loaded with short red prickles, thin as threads. Kevin
pulls some out with his well-developed nails and I want to lick
him like a grateful German Shepherd. Since the hair on my arm
is also red, I have to put on glasses and lightly brush my arm
with a finger to locate the remaining prickles ... prickle ... a
coarser, stinging analogue of my own hair ... oh no, I'm feeling
a poetic moment welling up ... the metaphors start
festering, the lines start
breaking I
want to write a poem a-
bout riding on the back of Daddy's
Harley whizzing past
saguaro though I know
not what a saguaro
is.

Everywhere I turn in the Poet's Cottage, poetry closes in. I'm
desperate for prose that isn't about Arizona. Finally on the cof-
fee table I find the Afro-American poetry and prose anthology
from Penn, turn to an excerpt from Jean Toomer's Cane. I
haven't looked at Toomer since the 70s-it's a description of a
woman he's in love with, a lazy trashy woman whose name
starts with A, but Toomer seems more interested in describing
the landscape than her. I'm intrigued by this woman and the
way Toomer's subjectivity obscures her. More of a perfume
than a footprint. I feel so Laura Mulvey male gaze until I
remember a poem I wrote in my 20s, a scathing poem about my

On the way home at an airport giftshop I buy a refrigerator
magnet, a howling coyote carved out of some lightweight stone,
with TUCSON etched in its tail. A charcoal-colored crescent
moon is attached to its body with white cord, three colorful
plastic beads are strung on either side of the moon. A fetish(y)
object. Kevin, who's of the opinion that refrigerator magnets
should be tacky, says this one isn't tacky enough. I tell him he
needs to broaden his definition of tackiness. The head looks
more like a long-eared pig than a coyote, a howling long-eared
pig, hole poked in the stone for an eyeball, it's on my refrigera-
tor right now holding up a recipe for Tomato Butternut Soup.



His black running shoes are untied, never any socks. Once I
saw him eating Cheerios out of a plastic bag. At night his card-
board office, flattened and laid on the sidewalk, becomes a bed.
Sometimes, he places it on top of his outstretched body. A roof.
He stops writing and studies a small publication that is printed
in two columns. Then he begins writing again. I could get rid
of him if I wanted to, all I have to do is dial 553-0123 and utter
the words, "Homeless encampment." But I never call the cops,
even when his shouting wakes me at night, I peek around the
window shade, he's alone down there, pacing in circles, his
mouth going a mile a minute.

Subjectivity as an enfant terrible ... ravenous a different kind of
poetry reigns among San Francisco's avant garde: deepness has
been replaced by smarts. The experimental poet who pro-
claimed, "I just had an exciting intellectual exchange!" What
happened to "conversation" I wondered. It's such a burden to
have to pull off smart, it certainly silences me at cocktail parties.
"Secret dinners are held in the East Bay when important poets
come to visit." I stare vacantly out my bedroom window at the
overcast sunset. Dark gray mass edged with pink, and then the
gray dissipates and I watch a salmon-colored lamb float
upward, turn into a dog. The frog beside it turns into a centaur.
In the Poet's Cottage I'd wrestle out a symbol; in postmodern
San Francisco I'd refer to Wittgenstein. Now the pink has all
gone and I follow a faint gray bird skeleton, the higher it rises
the whiter it grows, the bluer the sky. I think of the time we
went out to dinner with Arthur Suits, a research chemist at UC
Berkeley. Kevin asked him, "Arthur, what makes the sky
blue?" And I asked him, "Why isn't the sky blue all the way
down?" Passing the Kung Pao Chicken, Arthur recalled the
"old classroom exercise" where you place a drop of milk in a
glass of water and the water looks blue, it's about reflection and
density. Something, I can't remember what, isn't dense enough
close to the ground, that's why it's not blue down here. I
looked at Kevin and he looked at me, our looks said that nei-
ther of us had ever seen or heard of anybody dropping bits of
milk into blue water.

"So what's this piece about," Kevin asks me. "Just that you feel
out of it?" In Mimic an autistic boy embodies the romantic
notion of the artist, the lone soul outside of society wrestling
with beauty. The boy sits by the window, watches insect men
stalking humans. As he rocks and clicks soup spoons together
his face remains impassive. He calls them "Funny shoes." Not
"insect men." Because he can name the brands of everybody's
shoes. He points to famed entomologist Mira Sorvino's feet.
"Nine West." "He's good at this," she exclaims. Details open
to him, he makes delicate wire sculptures of the insect men, and
when he's captured they don't eat him. He wanders among
them, a terrified mascot, clicking those spoons. I can relate to
him so, yes, I guess I do feel out of it. When Johanna Drucker
read here she talked about the self-censorship she inherited
from the San Francisco avant garde, the squelching of her narra-
tive impulses, and I could relate to that too. Life is so enormous,
thin-skinned, thick-skinned, sometimes, but not always, gleaming. In
bell hooks' Wounds of Passion the biggest crime is not being able
to speak her mind. I was struck by hooks' unflinching belief
that whatever's on her mind is of urgent importance. Speaking
one's mind, that's what an essay is supposed to be about, right?
My mind spoken. What happens to a mind that is spoken?
Does it become a ghost? Do you lose a speck of mind when
you speak it? Does it spout wings and flap off like the evil
stepmother's raven in Snow White? Does an irrevocably
changed trace remain? White letters on black T-shirt I pass on
Castro Street:

Beneath me in the doorway of the Euro car shop a homeless
man sits on a pale blue blanket, writing on a sheet of notebook
paper. Above his head is painted NO PARKING ANY TIME.
He's very intent on what he's doing, doesn't look up at me like
most people sitting on the street do, like they can sense my
stare. He's a regular-a tall, thin, attractive, black man who
wears a gray cloth wrapped around his head in a low turban.
He's propped a large section of corrugated cardboard on its
side in an L-shape as a shield against the wind. His office. His
legs are outstretched, with a Bay Guardian on his lap, the note-
book paper on top of the newspaper. His desk. His dark blue
pants have sharp creases but are too short revealing his ankles.



Respond
Release
Regret
Repeat.

fled from my women's workshop, where my writing was seen
as the product of a sick mind. "Look at all this sex and vio-
lence! Have you considered therapy?" When I found the gay
New Narrative perverts ("More sex! More violence!") I dove in
headfirst. I was non-discriminating, would attempt any fash-
ionable technique-without question or even sympathy, wildly
changing persons, tenses, collaging stuff, making lists in the
middle of a narrative. I was insanely jealous of the praise Bob
gave to a schizophrenic poet named Magda. Magda's syntactic
leaps came to her as easily as breathing while I struggled so
painfully for mine. My mind was this logocentric street grid
stop signs, right angles while Magda's was wavy gravy. Disjunc-
tion was cool, and my whole life I wanted to be cool. Like
Sylvia Plath I've always been a conformist.

After ten years of writing it and three hard years of finding a
publisher, The Letters of Mina Harker is finally out. I'm standing
in Norma and Rob's dining room in my wedding reception out-
fit, a severely simple black dress and a vintage choker, a wide
garland of multi-colored rhinestones that sparkle beneath the
spotlights, I'm holding a bouquet of roses, my smile bursts from
ear to ear like crimson popcorn, and everyone is applauding
slow motion hands float through the air like bubbles for me, Dodie
Bellamy-it's the ecstasy and wish fulfillment of Carrie at the
prom, sans the pig blood. That was my fantasy. But in actuali-
ty, and at the same time, it's like being submerged in a giant
fish tank, with fish after fish swimming past me, a whole high-
way of fish bumping shoulders and wriggling, their round lips
mouthing "congratulations" or "great necklace," and I need to
thank and engage every fish, to make each and every fish feel
welcome, special, appreciated Doug Sam Nicole Sonia Laura Nick
Yedda David David David Rodrigo Bill Mara Barbara Leslie Hung
Suzi Brian zoom zoom Garrett zoom zoom zoom Jeff Aaron Dale
Steven Alvin Jack Cole Stephen the room feels bright despite the
overcast day Colleen Jonathan Michael Nathen Pam Lauren
Matthew Fran Spencer Nick Peter Eric Mac Lew Rob Rob zoom
Wayne Elliot Cliff Scott Jocelyn Mary Glen Molly Travis Susan Steve
Susan Myung Terry George and on and zoom zoom and on. Of
course I miss half of them. And the dumb ass things I write in
the books they hand me.

My dream of becoming the Queen of the Avant Garde-was
this some inflated vision of fate-or did I merely fall in with the
wrong crowd? In 1982when I entered Bob Gluck's writing
workshop I had reached the end of my 70s feminist rope, had

In biographies a writer comes in contact with a certain group or
person and his or her work clicks into the right direction and
destiny is fulfilled. In high school I worshipped Gertrude Stein,
the surrealists, my fantasy of Joyce. Also Robert Kelly's Contro-
versy of Poets anthology, which I devoured with almost zero
comprehension. How such attractions grew in a working class
girl in Indiana, an isolated and miserable girl, is a mystery to
me. At sixteen I wrote in my diary, "Sex, religion, literature-
these are all that matter," and clearly I was predisposed to
become a trippy sex writer-but what if I'd fallen under the
spell of others during my formative years? Would I now be
down-home as Dorothy Allison, epiphanous as Jorie Graham?
If I'd been a petty thief in L.A. would I have become hard-
boiled as James Ellroy? If I'd spent one more night in Tucson
would I wake up the Poet of the Saguaro? "I know what you
mean," says Kevin. "People go to Naropa and they become
Naropa writers, people go to Bard and become Bard writers ...
who knows ... what would have happened if we didn't end up
in San Francisco ... it's creepy to think about." He's sitting on
the edge of the bed, I'm slouched against the wall, over my
head hangs our "Barbara Steele diptych." Kevin grabs the side
of his head and silently screams in mock horror at the rando-
minity of it all.

Jacqueline Rose: "Once a piece of writing has been put into cir-
culation, it ceases-except in the most material sense-to be the
property of its author." Yes.

While I believe-really believe-that formal innovation opens
new vistas of expression, better allows me to track a psyche's



collisions with a tucked-up misogynistic culture, I'm still
plagued with self-doubt. Am I an elitist, I ask myself, am I like
one of those social climbing neighbors my mother scorned, the
ones who traipsed around with shopping bags from Marshall
Field when Sears and J.e. Penney have everything a reasonable
person would need? Is my mother right about me, have I
become too big for my britches? Or is it merely a matter of con-
text? I'm thinking of the young poet visiting from New York,
who when asked, "Would you like some Chardonnay or
Sauvignon Blanc," quipped defensively, "I don't know any-
thing about wine." A response that surprised and charmed me.
It's just part of the culture here, I reassured her-wine is every-
where, they grow the grapes here, bottle it. Sauvignon Blanc
versus Chardonnay-it's like asking if you'd like a Diet Coke or
a Diet Pepsi. "There's a big difference," she said, "between Diet
Coke and Diet Pepsi."

This looks so; this feels so. "This" and "so" must
be differently explained. -Ludwig Wittgenstein

Supposedly engaged in equally as speculative an art, even poets
become impatient with philosophy consummate with the
degree of their material privation.

Since language is a construct of a system with which polity
attempts to identify, one's specific identity in social reality
aspires to systems with which the world as much as the text
may be construed. The will to be honest enacts a breach with
originality. Since material origins prove as problematic as spiri-
tual origins, this breach with originality should be welcomed.
In poetics as well as activism we are placing ourselves in situa-
tion, not situating ourselves in place of one. Reading is inher-
ently interpretive; activism is interpretation; "Writing develops
subjects that mean the words we have for them" (Lyn Hejinian).

As semiotics can be said to represent a phantom of what it is we
sense, the realm of the sensual is definitely bound to the materi-
ality of language, and thus to living. The demise of any will-to-
literature may then be the seeming incapacity of traditional,
western literary practice to be responsible to its implications. In
the spirit of Barrett Watten's call for a "specific poetics of differ-
ence" instead of general possibilities, which inevitably adhere
to a tradition which excludes or exploits the material "facts" of
the individual, this individual brings us to basic questions sur-
rounding subjectivity and the creative expression of this subject
("The Bride of the Assembly Line"). The context of the subject
is other subjects; the social is characterized by ideological
struggle; this struggle has a material basis and a material end.
The vanity of much of the poetics in the western canon is based
in an epistemological model which affords a spiritual domain to
contextualize the difficult responsibility which the subject
entails. This spiritual realm is of no material use to us; it is con-
soling, mysterious, and disappointing. Poetry does not owe


